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Some Experiments With Time

On the audibility of phase shift

by David Clark

This article was written by David Clark in 1981 for the Winter 1983 issue
of the Syn-Aud-Con newsletter. It is reprinted here with David's kind
permission because I believe it is still very relevant today.

[Syn-Aud-Con newsletter] Editor's Note: David L. Clark, manufacturer of the ABX Comparator, has taken

the leap into a "highly charged" area. We admire his thoroughness and are pleased to publish his

comments on the subject. Both David and Syn-Aud-Con would be tremendously pleased to hear any

comments Syn-Aud-Con graduates have to offer. In the meantime, we appreciate David's having fired

the opening gun.

Three experiments were performed which confirm the audibility of time
offset in loudspeaker drivers but indicate that this audibility is due only
to the frequency response aberrations resulting from the time offset.
Implications of these results are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

On and off for the past couple of years I have been experimenting with the effects of intentional time
and frequency response aberrations. My experiments have perhaps been unique in that they have been
performed using normal home or control room environments with hearing constituting the
instrumentation. The hearing could truly be called instrumentation because listening was done
double-blind and opinions were not used. Listeners were simply asked to perform a task or to hear a
difference. I feel that studies of this type are more relevant to knowledge of sound reproduction than
clinical tests or opinions derived from "open" evaluations.

For the sake of clarity and simplicity, I will describe the experiments as though they proceeded orderly
as if following some master plan. The experiments in reality took many "dead end" paths and were
guided by hunches, finances, time, and available equipment. I often wonder if experiments that seem to
have been perfectly orchestrated from the beginning might not have followed up a hunch that would
have led to even more interesting results.

SPEAKER ALIGNMENT AUDIBILITY

The purpose of the first experiment was to determine people's ability to hear time offset of a woofer and
tweeter. The test setup is shown in Figure 1. Left and right channels were treated identically. The signal
from either channel first is divided into high-pass and low-pass by a 6 dB / octave unity sum crossover
at 1 KHz. A high quality crystal time base digital time delay unit with delay either 1, 2, 3, or 4
milliseconds is inserted in the high-pass path. An analog time delay unit with delay adjustable via an
uncalibrated 10-turn control from 0.3 to 10 milliseconds is inserted in the low-pass path. The high- and
low-pass signals are then amplified and fed to two identical stacked full range speakers (Phillips
AD5061s). Thus in the full stereo system we have four identical speakers. Each side has the lower
speaker assigned to be the woofer and the upper assigned to be the tweeter.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup to determine listener's ability to match time

delays. Listener has adjusted the uncalibrated pot for "most natural blend" of

woofer and tweeter.

Using music of the listener's choice, the listener is asked to find the setting of the 10-turn control which
produces the most natural blend of woofer and tweeter. Technically, the task is to match the acoustic
position of the woofer and tweeter by matching the time delays.

Since the listener does not know the setting of the digital delay or the relationship between the analog
unit's control rotation and its delay, (it is quite non-linear), the only clue to proper alignment is sound.
(The knob was even loosened from the shaft and rotated between trials.) Since no one knows the
correct setting in advance the experiment is double-blind. After the listener is satisfied with the setting,
a frequency counter is connected to measure the clock frequency of the analog delay. From this the
actual delay is calculated.

Despite the possibility of "digital effects," the modest quality of the speakers, and the fact that the
listeners were in effect being tested, every one of approximately 12 participants was able to match the
time delays to within +/- 40 microseconds (about 1/2 inch). This finding confirms the clams of those who
espouse the virtues of arrival time compensated loudspeakers.

After testing the listeners were asked how they found the correct setting. In general, the replies were
that for extreme settings of the control, the sound would come from either the woofer or tweeter
speaker. Somewhere in the transition range a "swooshing" or "phasing" effect was heard. The final
position of the control was the one that "tuned out" the phasing or swooshing.

Other than the obvious implication of the Haas effect for extreme settings, no one spoke of sensing
"time smear" or any quality except the swooshing which could be considered to be either a time or
frequency response effect. Since a time offset would obviously cause comb filtering over a wide range
due to the 6 dB / octave crossover, I was curious to know if it was time or frequency response that was
responsible for the listeners' ability to align the speakers in the experiment.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AUDIBILITY

Figure 2 is a graph of various bandwidths of minimum phase response aberrations or level mismatches
which have proven to be just inaudible in double-blind testing. For most of this data the subject was
myself. Spot checks showed that I am fairly typical in my ability, but additional testing would only serve
to lower these curves. As they stand, they indicate that very small ripples in the frequency response
such as those generated by a slight time offset could be audible. The on-axis frequency response
could also change because of the vertical polar pattern shifts resulting from time delay combined with
the vertical displacement of the drivers in the test. Lastly, the act of tuning to an upper swoosh
threshold then down to the lower swoosh threshold then finally centering the knob between the
extremes could result in enhanced "setability." In summary, frequency response effects alone could
account for the remarkable ability to match acoustic centers.
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Figure 2: Amplitude of the frequency response matching errors of various

bandwidths which should not be exceeded in an ABX test. Music source material

is assumed. Unusual sources may require tighter matching.

TIME OFFSET AUDIBILITY

Now that frequency response audibility independent of time effects had been studied, I desired to test
the time effects without any accompanying frequency response aberrations. The circuit of Figure 3 is an
all-pass filter. It has a flat frequency response but gradually changes phase shift from near zero
degrees at low frequencies to -180 degrees at high frequencies. Fifteen of these circuits were wired in
series for each channel with taps at intermediate stages. While generating -2700 degrees of phase shift
over the audio band, the series string of fifteen filters delays low frequencies nearly 7 milliseconds in
time. This is approximately 1,000 times as much delay as the spread of listeners' matching errors in the
first experiment. In this instance, however, there is no accompanying frequency response error.
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Figure 3: Characteristics of the all-pass filter used to study the audibility of time offset without frequency response

aberrations.

Hundreds of unsuccessful attempts have been made by listeners to distinguish the full delay from a
wire bypass. Listeners have been of all skill levels using a variety of high-quality systems including
arrival time compensated speakers and headphones. On music or speech, no one has been able to
hear a difference in a double-blind test. "Hearing a difference" to me means being able to identify which
is which frequently enough to qualify for at least a 95 percent confidence level (only 5 percent chance
results were due to lucky guesses). This requires 12 correct out of 16 tries, for instance.

Somebody should be able to hear this delay given the right program material. (I suggest percussion or
raspy male voice.) A pure "tick" can easily be identified as having been passed through the full delay by
a "TEE-OOM" (say it fast) sound. Look at the perspective however: 1,000 times the delay of experiment

1 is required. A hypothetical loudspeaker with this "time alignment" would have the woofer over seven

feet behind the tweeter but somehow retaining a smooth frequency response. Given that the response

alone can explain time offset audibility and time delay alone cannot explain this audibility it seems

inescapable to conclude that arrival time compensation by itself has no audible value.

DISCUSSION

If I were to design a speaker system for a very flat response, I would probably use arrival time

compensation because it would likely be the easiest way to get a flat frequency response. A mistimed
speaker with equally flat response presumably could exist, however. All other things being equal, within
reason, I would expect the two to sound identical.

I see the importance of these studies as relating to using the new Crown TEF analyzer. I have seen
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inexperienced users of a hand-held 1/3 octave real time analyzer overloaded by data from a stroll
around the sound system. The potential of the TEF analyzer to produce data overload is enormous. We
can see with equal ease the energy-time response or the energy-frequency response. It would be all
too possible to sacrifice first arrival frequency response to get an aligned first arrival time response.
From my experiments, if a compromise were necessary, I would make any reasonable sacrifice in timing
to get a flat frequency response.

Maximum benefit from TEF analysis will only be realized when we can place its measurement
capabilities in a hierarchy of human values.
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